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Xiao Feng felt a breath in her heart, and she felt that these were the two most pleasant 

words Phoenix said recently. 

Phoenix has a high prestige among the core members of the base camp, and is especially 

outstanding in the analysis ability of things that can be changed. 

Therefore, almost everyone believes that it is the work of the strong Kunlun Ruins. 

“Inform the base camp to strengthen defenses everywhere, activate all defense formations, 

and beware of sneak attacks by the three-party coalition forces.” 

Xiao Feng knew that his opportunity to perform had come. 

At such a time, other people have no masters, as long as you behave calmly, you will be 

convinced by more people. 
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Xiao Feng has already begun to pave the way for taking over control of the base camp. 

Sure enough, the eyes of many people looking at Xiao Feng have changed a lot. 

Even Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and others who had had a feud with Xiao Feng before had 

changed their minds. They never thought that Xiao Feng would stabilize the overall situation 

at such a time. 

puff! 
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At this moment, Levi Garrison spat out a mouthful of blood. 

“Master, how are you feeling?” 
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Xiao Feng hurriedly took the opportunity to step forward to observe the situation at close 

range, and found that Levi Garrison’s blood was mixed with purple and black. 

The smell is particularly pungent, and a few people who are close and relatively mediocre 

even feel a little dizzy. 

Even Xiao Feng was confused for a moment. 

“It is indeed the poison of the gods that ranks second in the Poison Classic. Even if it seeps 

into the blood, it can still be so poisonous.” 

Xiao Feng sighed inwardly. 

Looking at Levi Garrison’s face again, it seems to be covered with hoarfrost, and the breath 

is even weaker. 

“King’s Landing!” 
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“dad!” 

“Boss!” 

Everyone gathered around, and the tense atmosphere reached its peak. 

“Everyone, get out! It’s not going to help you all here.” 

Zoey Lopez was infected with the expulsion order, and her whole person became 

extraordinarily haggard, as if she had aged more than ten years in an instant. 

The crowd retreated, and Xiao Feng made another series of defensive arrangements, 

swiping a wave of presence in front of the members of the base camp. 

After everything was settled properly, Xiao Feng found a secluded place and contacted 

Gong Qianqiu. 

Informed of his successful assassination, and also showed off his outstanding performance 

in the base camp. 



Mass grave. 

Inside the Qianqiu Church General Altar. 

Gong Qianqiu shared the detailed information sent by Xiao Feng with everyone. 

“Well stabbed, stabbed wonderfully, Xiao Feng actually succeeded.” 

“Levi Garrison, Levi Garrison, if you kill you, you probably wouldn’t expect to be 

backstabbed by the most valued leader, right?” 

Gong Qianqiu couldn’t help laughing on her back, she was in a really good mood. 

“Master, can that idiot Xiao Feng really succeed in assassinating him?” 

Duguxiao was skeptical about this, and continued: “Do you think there will be fraud?” 

Without waiting for Gong Qianqiu to respond, Master Bone interrupted directly: “Absolutely 

not.” 

“Why is Master Bone so sure?” Gong Qianqiu asked with some doubts. 

In fact, Gong Qianqiu also has some doubts. Although Xiao Feng will not deceive himself, he 

can’t stand Levi Garrison’s tricks! 

If this is what Levi Garrison pretended to be, I don’t know! 

“Sect Master, you just relayed Xiao Feng’s information. The description of Levi Garrison’s 

state is exactly the same as the state of the poison of the gods.” 

Master Bone paused and continued: “And ordinary disguise is impossible to achieve this 

effect, especially Xiao Feng mentioned the peculiar smell in blood.” 

“That is the unique smell caused by the poison of the gods’ meteorite corroding blood, 

which shows that Levi Garrison is indeed poisoned.” 



“Even if Levi Garrison is a pure body cultivator and can barely save his life, Shen Yun has 

already damaged his fundamentals, and he will never return to his peak state in a short 

period of time.” 

“I see!” 

The doubts in Gong Qianqiu’s heart were completely eliminated. 

“It seems that improving Xiao Feng’s cultivation during this period does work, but Levi 

Garrison himself is courting death, and wants to crawl into retreat before the war.” 

“Instead, it gave Xiao Feng a chance to attack him.” 

“Master, since this is the case, should we deal with the base camp next?” Duguxiao asked in 

a condensed voice. 
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Town Magic Division. 

Tian Si and others also received a message from Gong Qianqiu and learned that Levi 

Garrison was seriously injured by the assassination. 

“God help me too!” 

“If you attack the base camp at this time, wouldn’t it be easy?” 

Tiansi was overjoyed. The strongest person in the base camp was Levi Garrison, and Tiansi 

was the only one who didn’t have much confidence in Levi Garrison. 

But now that only concern has disappeared. 
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“Young Master, what do you think?” 
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Tian Si restrained his emotions and turned his eyes to Xie Huanyu. 

Although Zhen Mosi is his territory, the biggest reliance is ultimately the Cang Qiong faction 

represented by the young master. 

Xie Huan pondered for a moment, and said, “This damn monkey, Levi Garrison, I wanted to 

smash its corpse into ten thousand pieces with my own hands, but I didn’t think that he 

capsized the boat in the gutter first.” 
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“Forget it, I will send his relatives and friends on the road together, so that he will not be 

alone on Huangquan Road.” 

“By the way, what did Xuan Ming say?” 

Tiansi said a little unhappily: “They haven’t expressed their position yet, presumably we 

don’t take action, and they don’t dare to act rashly, they are really a bunch of cowards.” 

“Since they are not in a hurry, there is no need for us to be the first.” 

Xie Huanyu said quietly: “This cooperation itself is a helpless move, let them do it first, and it 

is best for us to take advantage of the fisherman.” 

“What the young master said is very true, I will delay the attack time on the grounds that I 

am not ready to see how they respond?” Tian Si said coldly. 

Xie Huanyu nodded and said, “I will also personally find the Palace Sect Master and ask her 

what she means in person, and I can also know what she means.” 

Xie Huanyu has been obsessed with Gong Qianqiu for a long time. The so-called inquiry is 

to take the opportunity to get close, so as to develop Gong Qianqiu into a double cultivator 

as soon as possible. 

“Then there is Young Master Lao.” 
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Tian Si said solemnly. 



the other side. 

Gong Qianqiu is also making final preparations to deal with the base camp. 

Now that Levi Garrison was seriously injured, it was easy to deal with it. 

However, it is still debatable how to act to minimize the losses of one’s own side. 

“Senior Brother Xue, I think we’d better take advantage of the fisherman and let Tian Si and 

Cang Qiong send them to attack the base camp.” 

“At that time, they will lose both in the fight, and we will destroy Tiansi and the Cang Qiong 

faction.” 

Gong Qianqiu said with a smile. 

“The plan is very good, but Xie Huanyu and the others may not do it!” 

Xue Pengzhan paused and continued: “Now Xie Huanyu and the others have the dominant 

overall strength, they will definitely not be willing to be assigned by us.” 

“What does Senior Brother Xue mean?” Gong Qianqiu asked tentatively. 

Xue Pengzhan said solemnly: “I suggest that we don’t have to rush to do it, it’s not too late 

to wait for the arrival of the Three Holy Sons.” 

“At that time, even if Xie Huanyu and the others are unwilling, they will obey orders, and 

they will be more confident in their actions.” 

“Brother Xue’s words are very reasonable, so let’s wait patiently.” 

For Xue Pengzhan’s proposal, Gong Qianqiu raised both hands in approval, and she also 

wanted to see how powerful the three saints could be. 

But in any case, the Three Holy Sons can bring themselves closer to the core high-level of 

the Taixu Shenzong. 



Gong Qianqiu has already started planning how to have a good relationship with the 

Sanshengzi. 

Obviously, the value of the three saints far exceeds Xie Huanyu. As long as he successfully 

hugs this thigh, Xie Huanyu can give up without regret. 

Gong Qianqiu really yearns for the various cultivation resources of Kunlun Ruins. 

Especially when I heard that there are many divine veins and even holy veins in Kunlun 

Ruins, these things are a great temptation for her who has swallowed spiritual roots and 

bones. 

Moreover, Gong Qianqiu has other big ambitions. After gaining a firm foothold in Kunlun 

Ruins, he will gradually conquer Kunlun Ruins and become the master of Kunlun Ruins by 

then. 

“Levi Garrison, Xie Huanyu and even the Three Holy Sons are just stepping stones for this 

sect master.” 

 


